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Abstract: Tidal energy is one of the most predictable and reliable source of renewable energy. The kinetic
energy from tidal streams can be used for generation of electrical power. The purpose of this study was to draw
the mapping of extractable tidal stream energy resources in Sarawak coastline. The tidal stream speed and
corresponding power densities were computed through empirical equations. The mapping of potential locations
was made by weighting of different elements required for the selection of suitable sites. It was found from the
study that only a single site of Pulau Triso at Batang Lupar fulfilled the criteria of the required tidal stream
speed and the clearance of shallow-draft oceangoing vessels. Off Kuala Igan met only the clearance
requirements of all types of oceangoing vessels and the tidal stream speed were found to be lower than set
limits. Other examined sites could not accomplish any criterion set for the site selection. It was concluded that
the only practicable site for the extraction of tidal stream energy was Pulau Triso at Batang Lupar among the
examined locations in Sarawak coastline. However, only shallow-draft oceangoing vessels could pass through
the proposed site due to its lower water depth.
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INTRODUCTION caused by the pull of the moon and the sun and the

Emissions of greenhouse gases from combustion of moon system, which produce tides [8]. The tides results
fossil fuels are the major cause of environmental pollution the increase of water levels or speed of tidal stream [9].
and global warming. The greenhouse gas emissions can Therefore, either a barrage is constructed to generate
be reduced by the utilization of renewable energy sources electricity using the  potential  energy  of  storage  water
for the generation of electricity [1-4]. The tidal energy is or by utilizing the kinetic energy of tidal streams [10].
one of such alternative energy resource that is extremely Tidal barrage is usually a dam or offshore impoundment,
predictable as compared to others [5, 6]. It is because the which blocks the incoming and outgoing tides and then
water levels follow the periodic highs and lows due to creates a water head [11]. Tidal barrages make use of the
gravitational forces [7]. The gravitational forces are potential  energy due to difference in height between high

centrifugal forces created by the rotation of the earth-
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and low tides [12]. Tidal electricity from barrages can be speed for non-oscillating streams. Hagerman et al. [32]
produced by means of ebb or flood mode or two-way adopted an average flood or ebb peak tidal stream of 1.5
generation method [13]. The construction of tidal barrage m/s and Wills and Masters [36] took 2 m/s peak speed of
requires high capital cost [14]. Therefore, it is not an tidal stream. Different terms were used in the literature
attractive scheme to the investors due to the long which refers to the speed of tidal streams such as average
payback periods [15]. The variation of water level and peak, mean spring peak and  peak.  However,  it is
possible flooding of ecosystems along the coast also believed that peak speed refers to absolute maximum
produces ecological disturbances [16]. speed (i.e., the highest speed that occurs for a few

In contrary to the barrage method, the tidal stream minutes or hours per year).
technology makes the use of kinetic energy of streams for Furthermore, the turbines are required to be installed
power generation [17, 18]. The turbines are installed deep enough below the surface of the sea for the
underwater at the locations in the sea where the high tidal clearance of oceangoing vessels [37]. Hagerman et al. [32]
streams exist [19, 20]. Tidal stream is a periodic horizontal proposed a 15-20 m clearance for heavy oceangoing
flow of water accompanying the rise and fall of  the  tide vessels and 5 m for shallow-draft vessels. Therefore, a
[21]. The flow of water stores an enormous amount of suitable site must have a minimum of 15 m depth left for
energy which can be extracted with the help of Tidal In- the turbine deployment. Similarly, a clearance is also
Stream Energy Conversion (TISEC) devices [22]. TISEC needed at the bottom of the sea to protect turbines from
devices extract energy from tidal streams as windmills flowing of sediments, stones, plants and sea animals [32].
obtains energy from the wind [23]. This technology is Hagerman et al. [32] suggested the required clearance
more appropriate than windmills because of its value equivalent to 1/10 of the mean lower low water
predictability and higher water density as compared to air (MLLW) depth at the bottom of the sea. MLLW is the
[24]. It also requires lower capital cost and have less average height of the lower low waters at each tidal day.
environmental impacts as compared to tidal barrage The installation of turbines in the course of tidal streams
method [25, 26]. Therefore, the locations of high tidal disturbs the ecosystem. For preventing ecosystem from
stream energy resources need to be identified for further possible deterioration, Bryden and Melville [18] proposed
investigation and quantification of extractable energy for the extraction of 10% of gross tidal power based on
generation of electrical power. This study aims at mapping application of open-channel flow theory through
of tidal stream energy resources in the coastal areas of numerical modelling and Garrett and Cummins [38]
Sarawak. The objective includes the data acquiring, on- recommended 38%. Blunden and Bahaj [27] suggested
site measurements, analysis of tidal stream energy 20% as upper limit for extractable energy. Hagerman [32]
resources and mapping of tidal energy on the basis of recommended that the estimated mean annual power
power density of selected locations. extraction should be between 10% and 20% of the

Elements of Site Selection: There are many elements to
be considered for the site selection of tidal stream power Model  for  Determination  of  Tidal  Stream  Power:
generation such as physical appearance of location, Tidal stream power can be determined by the estimation
speed of tidal stream, clearance requirements of of kinetic energy flux in the water channel [39]. The kinetic
oceangoing vessels and  maximum  amount  of  allowable energy flux (P) is proportional to the cube of the tidal
energy extraction [27]. Boud [28, 29] considered physical stream speed passing through the channel.
appearance of location and Blunden and Bahaj [30], Mathematically, it is expressed as:
Energy-JOULE II [31] and Hagerman et al. [32] considered
speed of the tidal stream as a fundamental criterion for the (1)
selection of site. The minimum speed of tidal stream was
mostly used as a decision variable. ESTU [33] employed
a minimum speed 2 m/s of tidal stream for mean spring where rho is the density of sea water (kg/m ), U is the
peak at 20 m depth of channel. Blunden and Bahaj [27] speed of tidal stream (m/s), A is the cross-sectional area of
used 2.5 m/s of mean spring peak at 5 m below surface. the channel (m ). Eq. (1) can be simplified to express the
Hydro [34] employed 2 m/s and Ngo et al. [35] used 1.75 kinetic energy flux without taking into consideration the
m/s of tidal stream speed without giving the definition of cross-sectional area of channel, which is termed as energy
the stream speed. Boud [28, 29] used 1.5 m/s of maximum density or power density. It can be expressed as:

naturally available physical energy flux.
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(2) where u  is the speed of tidal stream on the surface of

The expression on the right hand side of Eq. (2) is equal to z , where h  is zero. Therefore, the depth-
independent of the turbine's rotor size. It can be said that averaged speed ( ) will be:
P/A only depends on the density of the water and the
speed of tidal stream. In fact, there is no dependence on
size, efficiency or other characteristics of tidal in-stream
turbines when determining P/A. The term for the quotient (6)
P/A is called the power density with the units of
Watts/m . Furthermore, the speed of tidal stream varies2

from the surface of  the  sea  to  the  bottom  of  the  sea. The depth-averaged speed ( ) by using 1/10  power
A tidal stream with a speed of 1.5 m/s on the surface does law is therefore 90.9% of the surface speed of the tidal
not necessarily imply 1.5 m/s speed at 20 m below the stream and it is 87.5% of surface speed for 1/7  power law.
surface [40]. The variation of speed with respect to depth
is given as [41]: Methodology: Tidal energy mapping of potential sites was

locations of Sarawak coastline. The depth-averaged speed
(3) ( ) of tidal stream with 1/10  law is used to prevent from

where U  is the horizontal component of the speed for peak tidal stream. Site screening was carried out byk

tidal stream at ,   is the vertical distance above the selecting the sites with an average peak tidal stream of
seabed, h is the depth of water and w is the coefficient of more than 1.5 m/s as adopted by Hagerman [32].
power law [41]. There are a number of laws to illustrate the The speed of the tidal stream for eight locations
variation of speed according to the depth [42]. The two namely Off Tanjung Po (01°48’ 00” N and 110°33’ 00” E),
most commonly used laws are the 1/7  and  the  1/10 Off Kuala Paloh (02°30’ 34” N and 111°08’ 41” E), Offth th

power laws. Hagerman [32] used the 1/10  law while Kuala Rajang (02°07’ 32” N and 111°01’ 37” E), Offth

Bryden et al. [41] employed 1/7  law for determination of Tanjung Sirik (02°55’ 00” N and 111°30’ 00” E), Off Kualath

extractable energy from tidal streams. Hagerman [32] and Igan (03°37’ 00” N and 111°45’ 00” E), Bintulu Port (03°15’
Bryden  et   al.  [41]  suggested  using  a  single  power 46” N and 113°00’ 04” E), Off Kuala Miri (04°23’ 52” N and
law  either  1/7   or  1/10   throughout  the  tidal  cycle. 113°57’ 54” E) and Pulau Triso (Batang Lupar) (01°30’ 45”th th

The horizontal speed of the tidal stream at some depth z N and 110°57’ 55” E) were evaluated. Sarawak tidal stream
is expressed by Hagerman [32] as: tables, hourly high and low tides tables, nautical charts

resource assessment and mapping of  potential  sites.
(4) Tidal stream tables acquired from Sarawak Marine

where u  is the reference speed at z, z is vertical distance illustrate the hourly tidal stream flows at the maximum0

above seabed and z  is the reference depth. In the case of rates (knots), the flows direction (degree) and the moon0

1/10  power law for any reference speed and depth, the age (depicted by symbols). The speed of tidal streams forth

depth-averaged speed is given as: all location except Pulau Triso (Batang Lupar) from 2005

Directorate of Marine, Sarawak. On-site measurements

(5) Rajang and Off Tanjung Sirik 31 days, at Off Kuala Igan 35

0

seawater. Therefore the reference depth (z ) is equal to the0

depth of the sea or channel. In such a case, h –h  is also2 1

0 1

th

th

done after the analysis of tidal energy resource at eight

th

overestimation of results instead of using the surface
speed. The term speed indicates average flood or ebb

and on-site measurements were used for tidal stream

Department (SMD) were used for the analysis. The tables

to 2006 was taken from the published data of the

were carried out only for Pulau Triso at Batang Lupar due
to the absence of data monitoring station near the
selected location.

The tidal stream speed at Off Tanjung Po and Off
Kuala Paloh was observed for 36 days, at Off Kuala
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days, at Bintulu Port 14 days and Off Kuala Miri 20 days. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The charts were used to characterize the physical features
of the selected sites. Available tidal stream resources were Peak Speed of Tidal Streams at Selected Sites: It is
calculated by obtaining the mean power density without established fact that more energy can be extracted when
accounting the cross-sectional area. Furthermore, 15% of the tidal stream speed remains unchanged for longer
extractable energy from gross tidal power was used for duration of time at its peak speed. Peak speed is the
this assessment as proposed by Hagerman [32]. The on- highest speed of tidal streams at selected sites according
site measurements for the calculation of tidal stream speed to the predictions made in the tidal stream tables
at Pulau Triso (River mouth of Batang Lupar) were carried published by the Director of Marine, Sarawak. It was
out by means of a current meter. It was dipped 5 meter revealed from the analysis that no site was meeting the
below the water surface and is scheduled to log a reading criteria of peak speed (more than 1.5m/s) requirements
of the tidal stream speed for every 5 minutes. The first except for Pulau Triso at Batang Lupar. The highest speed
reading was taken in the afternoon of May 13, 2010 and recorded is 2.06m/s on May 15, 2010 at 08:52:29. It was
the meter continuously logs for fifty hours. found that approximately 28% of the readings logged

It was assumed that the speed of the tidal stream throughout fifty hours period exceeded the 1.5m/s
remains constant across the width of the channel [32]. threshold limit. Almost 27.7% of the recorded readings
However, it will overestimate the available amount of exceeded the 1.5m/s speed requirements on May 14, 2010.
energy. Because, the speed of tidal stream is always lower The peak tidal stream at Off Kuala Igan, Off Kuala Rajang,
at areas close to the banks as compared to the middle of Off Tanjung Po, Off Kuala Paloh, Off Tanjung Sirik, Off
the channel. Nevertheless, it has no impact on ranking Kuala Miri and Bintulu Port was 0.51, 0.36, 0.36, 0.41, 0.36,
and selection of potential sites due to the unavailability of 0.21 and 0.15 m/s respectively  as  shown  in  Figure  1.
other required data. The word ranking indicates the order The highest tidal streams speed was observed at Pulau
in which the sites are arranged based on the total Triso with 2.06 m/s and the lowest with 0.15 m/s at Bintulu
available amount of energy at the sites. As all sites port among the selected sites. The second highest tidal
undergo the same degree of overestimation, the order in stream speed was found at Off Kuala Igan with 0.51 m/s.
which the sites are arranged will be the same. However,
the estimated amount of tidal energy by this method at the Clearances of Oceangoing Vessels: The selected site
sites will always be larger than the actual value of the must  be   deep   enough   for   the   deployment  of  tidal
sites. in-stream turbines. The water space left for turbine shall

Fig. 1: Peak speed of tidal stream at selected locations
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Fig. 2: Clearances required for oceangoing vessels for the deployment of turbines.

ideally be equal or larger than the minimum rotor diameter assumed  that   it   met   the   depth   requirements,
of 15 m. The site Off Kuala Igan was the only site meeting because  the   bottom   side   clearance   contributes little
the depth requirements. Space left for deployment of to the  total  clearance. The data of MLLWs and
turbines at Off Kuala Igan was 33 m for heavy oceangoing prediction  of tides was made from the tide tables for
vessels and 43 m for shallow-draft vessels. Other seven seven sites   except    Pulau    Triso.    The   locations of
selected sites did not meet the criteria framed for the the  selected  sites  were different in tide and stream
clearance of heavy oceangoing vessels but only met the tables.  However,  the  close   match   sites  were chosen
criteria for shallow-draft vessels. The space left for for  data analysis.   The   extraction   of   the  data from
shallow-draft vessels at Off Kuala Rajang, Off Tanjung tide  tables  were  linked  with  the  sites listed in the
Po, Off Kuala Paloh, Off Tanjung Sirik, Off Kuala Miri, stream  tables   as   shown  in  Table  1.  The  only  site
Bintulu Port and Pulau Triso was 4.2, 3.4, 4.7, 6.6, 4.6, 9.8 that turned out to have no close match to the sites listed
and 4.1 m respectively. The depth of water column, in the tide tables was Off Kuala Igan. Furthermore, the
MLLW and space left for shallow draft vessels of water depth as well as the MLLW of Pulau Triso was
examined locations are shown in Figure 2. The MLLW of selected on the basis of observations made by Jabatan
the site Off Kuala Igan was unavailable. Therefore, it was Laut Sarawak (JLS).

Table 1: Comparison of locations published in stream tables and tide tables
Location (Coordinates) Location (Coordinates)

Name of Sites ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
in Stream Tables Latitude Longitude Name Sites in Tide Tables Latitude Longitude
Off Kuala Igan 03°37’ 00” N 111°45’ 00” E - - -
Off Kuala Rajang 02°07’ 32” N 111°01’ 37” E Kuala Rajang 02°09’ 00” N 111°15’00” E
Off Tanjung Po 01°48’ 00” N 110°33’ 00” E Pulau Lakei 01°45’ 00” N 110°30’ 00” E
Off Kuala Paloh 02°30’ 34” N 111°08’ 41” E Kuala Paloh 02°25’ 00” N 111°15’ 00” E
Off Tanjung Sirik 02°55’ 00” N 111°30’ 00” E Kuala Igan 02°50’ 00” N 111°42’ 00” E
Off Kuala Miri 04°23’ 52” N 113°57’ 54” E Pelabuhan Miri 04°34’ 00” N 114°02’ 00” E
Bintulu Port 03°15’ 46” N 113°00’ 04” E Pelabuhan Bintulu 03°16’ 00” N 113°04’ 00” E
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Fig. 3: Total annual mean available and extractable power density of locations 

Fig. 4: Total monthly mean available and extractable power densities of locations 

Extractable Power Density at Sites: The power potential possessed by this site will be the largest among other
of the sites was calculated in terms of power density. locations. The density was calculated based on depth-
Power density does not carry the meaning of total kinetic averaged speed. The mean monthly power density was
energy flux. A total kinetic energy flux is a product of obtained by excluding the odd maximum and minimum.
density and the  cross-sectional  area  of  the  channel. The amount of power density possessed by the month of
The speed of the tidal stream reveals the available February  was found  to  be  the  least  of  all  months.
physical power of the site. The strongest tidal stream The power density of tidal stream at Pulau Triso was not
speed was recorded at Pulau Triso (Batang Lupar) as calculated, because, the duration of the measured
compared to other sites as shown in Figures 1 and 5. readings does not exceed to a period of a single month.
Therefore, it was assumed that the physical power The  annual  and  monthly  average  of total available and
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Fig. 5: Map tidal stream peak speed at various locations in Sarawak coastline 

Fig. 6: Map of extractable annual power density at various sites in Sarawak coastline

extractable power density of various sites are given in It was revealed  from  the  study,  that  a  few
Figures 3 and 4. The annual extractable energy at Off locations fulfilled the criterion framed for the site
Kuala Igan, Off Kuala Rajang, Off Tanjung Po, Off Kuala selection. Off Kuala Igan met the clearance requirements
Paloh, Off Tanjung Sirik, Off Kuala Miri and Bintulu Port for heavy as well as shallow-draft oceangoing vehicles.
were found to be 19.14, 15.37, 14.66, 14.31, 9.95, 1.91 and The depth of sea at that location was good enough to
0.93 (MW/m ) respectively as shown in Figure 3. It was pass through every type of sea vessels. However, Off2

found that Off Kuala Igan and Off Kuala Rajang possess Kuala Igan did not meet the required criteria for speed of
the maximum extractable energy among eight selected tidal stream, where the tidal stream speed was found to be
locations, whereas, the lowest value was found at Bitulu lower than set standard of 1.5 m/s. The results obtained
port. from  the  measurements at the mouth of Batang Lupar for
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Fig. 7: Proposed locations for detailed studies of tidal stream energy

Pulau Triso fulfilled the minimum tidal stream speed of could not fulfil any criterion set for the site  selection.
1.5m/s and clearance of only shallow-draft oceangoing Only shallow-draft oceangoing vessels could pass
vehicles. However, heavy oceangoing vessels could not through over the turbines safely without any disturbance
pass through the site due to its lower depth. The other in all examined sites. It was concluded that Pulau Triso is
examined sites could not fulfil the framed criterions of site the only most practicable site for extraction of tidal stream
selection. The map of extractable annual power density at energy followed by Off Kuala Igan among examined
selected sites of Sarawak coastline is shown in Figure 6. locations in Sarawak coastline. However, it requires
The area circled and highlighted in Figure 7 requires further investigation to prove the exact amount of tidal
further investigation to prove the extractable amount of stream energy in a comprehensive manner for the
tidal stream energy in a comprehensive manner. It is generation of electricity. It is recommended that the
recommended that the process of gathering data should process of gathering data should be stretched over a
be stretched over a relatively long period of time for relatively long period of time for reliable and precise
reliable and precise prediction of resources. prediction of tidal stream energy resources.
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